Upgrade Timeline from RamCT to Canvas  
For Instructors  
12/12/2014

**Phases**

**2014 FA - PILOT**
- Pilot instructors teach in Canvas
- Most teach in RamCT

**2015 SP & SM - OPT-IN**
- Instructors choose to teach in either Canvas or RamCT

**2015 FA**
- Almost ALL courses taught in CANVAS

**2016 SP**
- ALL teaching in Canvas
- RamCT for: grade Incompletes, content reference

**Semesters**

**INSTRUCTORS PREPARE!**

- **Learn Canvas & Prepare content**
- **Instructors learn Canvas & Prepare content in Canvas**
- **Learn Canvas & Prepare content**
- **Learn Canvas & Prepare content**

**Course Migrations**

- **MIG Courses 2014 SP**
- Available Oct-Jan
- **MIG Courses 2014 SM**
- Available Feb
- **MIG Courses 2015 FA**
- Available Jun/Jul
- **MIG Courses 2015 SP**
- Available Sep/Oct
- **MIG Courses 2015 SM**
- Available Sep/Oct

**RamCT courses** will be **migrated** (moved and converted) into Canvas so instructors can start re-developing from existing content, or can develop fresh in a blank course.